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Report on Personality Development Training Program

We the students of french literature from B.A.French school teaching group in co-ordination with the Department of Outreach conducted a Personality Development Training Program for school students at CMS McNicols Road, Chetpet on the 30th of August, 2012.

The resource person for the event was Prof. Victor Valan Arasu, Co-ordinator of the Dept. Of Foundation Studies. The students of classes VI, VII and VIII were assembled in the school auditorium. The Assistant head mistress of the school Mrs. Sathyavathy, Outreach staff in-charge, Ms. Anthoniet Martina were the other officials present for the event.
The session was interactive as students boldly stood up and spoke about the qualities of a leader. Prof. Victor Valan Arasu interacted well with the students.

He brought to them the life history of Mr. Nandhakumar IRS, who was a school-dropout, yet his interest of achieving great heights made him to secure a rank in UPSC exam. This sowed in the students the courage of facing the world boldly, irrespective of the resources they have.

At the end of the interaction students were inspired by the speech given by Prof. Victor and when asked to the students about what they would do to achieve their goals or move towards it. Students with enthusiasm stood up and said what their aim was in life. And the students spoke out on what it means to be a leader and surprisingly, many wanted to be future leaders.

The teaching staffs were happy about the response from the children which gave them the interest to encourage them and motivate them. The program was a success and at the end snacks was distributed to the children.